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Article 4

Asian Religious
Studies Information
(ARSI) is a new bibliographical
periodical
for Asian and
comparative
religious studies, beginning in 1986. Issued twice a year in July and December,
ARSI
serves scholars
teachers, librarians,
and others who need up-to-date
information
about research and
publishing acti~ities in this field. In particular,
scholars and publishers will want to utilize ARSI by
subscribing to it, and by submitting information on their research and publications.
ARSI is designed as a research tool and information clearing house for the field of Asian religions.
It
gives detailed descriptions
of current publications in Asian and Western languages, and supplements
previously published bibliographies.
ARSI also reports
on in-progress
research
in the field, and
publishes queries and responses from ARSI readers.
Asian Religious Studies Information is computer-compiled
and maintained in a database.
It is produced
by The Institute
for Advanced Studies of World Religions (IASWR), an information
center for world
religious
studies
which provides
research
library
facilities,
microform
resources,
and special
bibliographies.

ARSI Editors
The Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions
Melville Memorial Library
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, New York 11794-3393, USA

Scarecrow Press seeks authors for a series of Asian Historical Dictionaries
designed as handy firstreference
tools for students, teachers,
librarians and the general public. Each volume, devoted to an
individual country, provides basic information
about history, society, economy, politics, geography,
major persons, events
and institutions
in a dictionary
format.
It also includes a substantial
bibliography.
Potential authors should contact (enclosing a brief curriculum vitae): Mr. Jon Woronoff,
Series Editor, 3839 Rodman Street, NW, Washington, DC 20016, USA.

The Cornell Irrigation
Studies Group will be cooperating
with Louis Berger International
and East
Consult (P) Ltd., Kathmandu, in the implementation
of a USAID-funded Irrigation Management Project
in Nepal beginning fall 1986. The project will assist the Department
of Irrigation,
Hydrology and
Meterology of HMG to develop a Systems Management Division and an Irrigation Management Centre
(the latter
to be in a Terai location) over a five-year period.
A program of research on farmermanaged irrigation systems will be supported under the project as well as special studies on a wide
range of irrigation management-related
subjects, including property rights, resource mobilization and
management,
indigenous technologies, etc.

